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ASX Announcement  15 November 2018 

Elsight Welcomes Khoo Boon Hui to Advisory Board 

Highlights 

• Mr. KHOO Boon Hui, joins Elsight’s Advisory Board

• Mr. Khoo was the Singapore Police Commissioner from 1997 to 2010 and INTERPOL President from

2008 to 2012.

• He is also an Advisor to INTERPOL and holds advisory and board positions in Banking, Healthcare,

Defence, Security and Philanthropy as well as on Singapore’s National Cybersecurity R&D

Programme International Advisory Panel and the Global Commission for the Stability of

Cyberspace.

November 15, 2018, Elsight Limited. (ASX: “ELS”), an Australian listed company that develops advanced 

communication technologies for real-time data, and video transmission over cellular networks in mission-

critical environments, announces that Mr. Khoo Boon Hui has joined its Advisory Board effective today. In 

this role, he will be bringing experience from his past senior roles in Government as well as world-class 

security organisations. This wealth of experience in international security will help advance Elsight’s global 

vision and mission. 

Elsight delivers high-bandwidth, high-speed, real-time data and video transmission over cellular networks for 

military and defence, law enforcement, transportation, and telemedicine. The technology transmits 

professional HD broadcast directly to control centers anywhere in the world, accelerating decision making. 

Mr. Khoo's background is a perfect fit for Elsight’s mission. He has more than 30 years of police experience 

as well as recognised expertise in organisational management. After finishing his term with the Singapore 

Police Force, Mr. Khoo was appointed to the position of Senior Deputy Secretary of the Ministry of Home 

Affairs from 2010 to 2014.  Currently he is an Advisor to INTERPOL, Singapore’s National Cybersecurity R&D 

Program, Standard Chartered Bank (UK)’s Board Financial Crime Risk Committee and Palo Alto Networks’ 

Public Sector Advisory Council as well as serving on the boards of Healthcare, Defence, Philanthropic, Cyber 

and Physical Security entities. 

He also co-chaired the first three annual US-Singapore Law Enforcement Homeland Security and Safety Co-

operation Dialogue with his counterparts from the US Department of Justice and Homeland Security and is a 

member of the Global Commission for the Stability of Cyberspace.  This type of experience and connections 

are crucial in advancing Elsight's business in the vertical of Cybersecurity. 

“I believe that Elsight offers great value in the field of communications to operational teams on the ground. 

Its unique bonding technology provides security forces with the capability to have their autonomous units 

operate independently yet in a closely-coordinated manner to effectively deal with threats, both current and 

future. I’m looking forward to the opportunity to share insights and help Elsight achieve its global ambitions,” 

said Mr. Khoo. 

Elsight’s product line provides Police, Homeland Security and Defence verticals the most advanced solutions 

for zero-setup deployment in field applications while on the move, enabling them to transmit highest quality 

video, and simultaneously provide two-way communication. 
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“Mr. Khoo is a great strategic addition to our Elsight team. His rich experience in a wide range of security-

related entities will guide us in the right directions in the Homeland Security and Defence markets and help 

us significantly increase the market share in various territories worldwide.” said Nir Gabay, founder and CEO 

of Elsight.  

In September 2007, Mr. Khoo was appointed an Honorary Officer in the General Division of the Order of 
Australia by the Governor-General of the Commonwealth of Australia. 
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About Elsight 
Elsight (www.elsight.com) provides cutting-edge technology enabling secure, real-time, adaptive data 
transmission over multiple IP links, allowing on the move connectivity anytime, anywhere for high bandwidth 
needs.  
 
Elsight developed its extensive know-how, providing seamless on-the-move communication technology to a 
wide range of customers from HLS and defence, to automotive, transportation and logistics. Our range of 
end-to-end data and video transmission applications are reliable, completely mobile, high-bandwidth, quickly 
deployable, with very low latency and extremely secure. 
 
The company was officially founded in 2009 and went public on the ASX in 2017. 
 


